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Acclaimed Business Coach Teaches
“Fortune Creation” With Tarot
When people think of Tarot, they often think of snaggle-toothed fortune tellers making dire predictions in movies and on TV
shows. But business strategist and Tarot pioneer James Wanless, PhD, says that in the 21st century, Tarot is all about fortune
creation – creating the life you want and making your dreams come true.
“When people ask me to tell them their future, I put the questions back to them: What do you really want to create with your
future? What do you desire in your life?” says Wanless. “Then I use the cards to show them how to get there.”
Wanless uses his bestselling Voyager Tarot to teach innovation, problem-solving, and strategic intuition to corporations
around the globe. He reveals his secrets of manifestation in “Tarot Into The Light,” the first release in 21st Century Tarot, a
new DVD series from Tarot Media Company.
Wanless demonstrates how a simple 4-step technique called “The Manifestation Mantra” and the 4 aces in an ordinary pack
of Tarot cards can be used to create anything.
Step 1: “See It” – You must be able to visualize clearly what you want to create
Step 2: “Feel It” – Feel as if what you desire has manifested already
Step 3: “Believe It” – Belief that it is possible is crucial to making it happen
Step 4: “Do It” – Take action towards your goal
“Many of the bestselling books right now are about manifestation,” says Wanless. “Everyone wants to know how to make
things happen in their lives! But it’s not complicated. When you see it, feel it, believe it, and do it… it happens.”
“The Tarot is the ideal tool for making things happen,” he says.
"There hasn't been much discussion about where and how Tarot fits in to this era,” says Tarot Media Company Executive
Director Anastasia Haysler, who joins Wanless in conversation on the DVD. “When used for personal insight, healing and
manifestation, Tarot can help people in the 21st Century take control of their lives.”
21st Century Tarot with James Wanless and Anastasia Haysler is available at Amazon.com and TarotMediaCompany.com.
About James Wanless, Ph.D:
Dr. Wanless is the creator of Voyager Tarot: Intuition Cards for the 21st Century. His books include Way of the Great
Oracle, Strategic Intuition for the 21st Century, Intuition@Work, New Age Tarot, and Wheel of Tarot: a New Revolution.
His columns appear in alternative newspapers nationwide.
About Anastasia Haysler and Tarot Media Company:
Tarot Media Company provides mainstream distribution and publication of works by Tarot authors, artists, and scholars.
Anastasia Haysler is a Tarot reader, teacher, host of the Tarot Pathways podcast and founder of Tarot-To-Go, which provides
parties and events in the San Francisco Bay area with talented and experienced Tarot readers.
Call 1.415.358.4359 to contact Anastasia Haysler for more information; email media@tarotmediacompany.com; or visit the
Tarot Media Company at TarotMediaCompany.com.
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